
Lexington Fall 2011 – Loft Living In New York
It’s hard to explain  – a feeling, something you sense. You just know when everything is right. It’s like stepping into the home of your dreams, 

and adding that extra something that makes it truly your own. Such as the softness of your napkin after a good meal. 
Enjoy the sensation of newly washed bedsheets when you go to bed or the soft wool throw when you feel chilly. 
It’s that original Lexington feeling that makes life as beautiful and valuable as it should be – living in harmony.

We meet in a classic loft, downtown New York. The traffic is hectic, crowds of people are rushing through the streets and the crisp cool air reminds us of fall. 
Our block consists of brick houses, black fire staircases and a lot of windows, but when you reach the loft, you meet the harmony of feeling at home. 

Our loft has a terrace, where you can go out and enjoy dinner with good friends on a fall evening. 
The owner of the apartment is an artist – maybe not that established, but creative – trying to express herself and making this into her living. 

We have treasured the authentic Lexington heritage for Fall 2011. Classic Lexington styles and the best Lexington qualities are the keys for this season. 
You are already familiar with our Pin Point Oxford cotton, with the twisted yarn, which makes the bedding extraordinary rich and soft, 

yet at the same time crisp like a new ironed shirt! This gives the real Lexington feeling.

There is a small check in the authentic Lexington poplin quality. This quality is unique for us, a special shirt fabric with our secret finishing, 
which makes it an experience to sleep in. And for all of you who love the stars – the sateen bedding with the contrasting board must fulfill your dreams!

To match all this and give you the possibility to create the perfect bedroom, there are shams, throws and bedspreads in different qualities 
to create the perfect Lexington feeling. You will find lambs wool, velvet and finest cashmere.

The shams and throws from the lounge area will all give you a cozy feeling, which correspond with the rest of the collection, and the real heritage of Lexington.
We have prepared the dinner outdoors on the terrace.  The Lexington Living theme is classic – blue and white – which creates the Lexington feeling.

New for the kitchen is our “professional” line – utensils with extra protection against heat and best comfort for the Lexington chef!

Kristina Lindhe, CEO and Creative Director says: “I am very happy and proud to present the Lexington Fall 2011 collection. 
We have succeeded in combining our classical Lexington look with new experiences and designs, in unique qualities. 
It’s very clear that our intention is to show Lexingtons heritage in this collection, and I am very pleased with that”.

Welcome to our world. Welcome to our dream.

Lexington Company was founded in 1997. Lexington Home is represented in most European countries such as 
Great Britain, Spain, Holland, Germany, France and the Nordic countries, but also outside of Europe in Australia, South Africa and China.

 Lexington can be found at exclusive and well-known retailers like Harrods, Selfridges, KaDeWe and NK.

Lexington Flagshipstores are located at Birger Jarlsgatan 25, Stockholm, Steen & Ström, Nedre Slottsgate 8, Oslo, Gammel Mønt 5, Copenhagen.

For more information and high resolution images, please sign up for our  
Press Room at www.lexingtoncompany.com/press.

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Sateen Bedding,Velvet Bedspread, 

Velvet Sham, Printed Throw,  
Luxury Bedblanket

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Check Throw

AUTHENTIC LIVING COLLECTION;
Check Tablecloth, Quilted Placemat, 

Ultimate Napkin

LEXINGTON DETAILS;
Dinner Plate, Soup Plate, Wine Glass, 

Water Glas, Napkin Ring, Coaster, 
Flatware

Scented Candle

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Velvet Sham, Printed Throw, 

Scented Candle

AUTHENTIC LIVING COLLECTION;
Apron, Potholder, Mitten,  

Oven Mitten, Pot Handle Cover, 
Chef´s Hat, Kitchen Towel 

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Stripe Bedding, Check Throw

Lexington Frame

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Check Throw, Flag Throw, Shield Sham

AUTHENTIC LIVING COLLECTION;
Check Tablecloth, Quilted Placemat, Ultimate Napkin, Rug

LEXINGTON DETAILS;
Dinner Plate, Soup Plate, Wine Glass, Water Glass, 

Flatware, Napkin Ring, Coaster, Flatware

Scented Candle

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Stripe Bedding, Shield Blanket, 

Check Throw, Herringbone Bedspread, 
Authentic Sham, Linen Twill Sham

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Sateen Bedding

AUTHENTIC COLLECTION;
Flannel Bedding, Check Throw


